
Call Sign April 2013 

Nash’s Numbers by Alan Nash(A095) 
April’s increase is an average of 1.7%, more than enough to cover escalating fuel costs, an extra 2 x 

M.O.T.’s at £40 each plus at least a day just to take the cab in and another fiver for a mug shot (and a trip 

to the local library twice, ‘cos the photo machine is usually broken the first time) for the new identifiers. 

Not to mention 6% Gas and Electricity hikes but January’s inflation rate was officially 1.59% so that’s OK 

then. Here is the mileage table, Run-in times and waiting times. You definitely need to “Be Lucky”. 

Don’t forget to inform your passengers that any fare after 10pm will be no more than £8 (£3.60 8-10pm) 

more than during the day no matter how far they go, and possibly cheaper due to less congestion. 

 

Miles T1 T2 T3   Miles T1 T2 T3  It is important not to exceed  

1 £4.60 £5.20 £6.00   31 £107.40 £111.00 £115.40  the ‘Run In’ on account  

2 £7.20 £8.40 £9.80   32 £111.00 £114.60 £119.00  work. Below are the times or 

3 £9.60 £11.40 £13.60   33 £114.60 £118.20 £122.60  distance to a  £4.20 ‘Run- 

4 £12.20 £14.60 £17.60   34 £118.20 £121.80 £126.20  In’. Very handy for  

5 £14.80 £17.60 £21.40   35 £121.80 £125.40 £129.80  ‘ Pre-Booked’ account  

6 £17.20 £20.80 £25.20   40 £139.80 £143.40 £147.80   Work. 

7 £20.80 £24.40 £28.80   45 £158.00 £161.40 £166.00  Run-in £4.20 Time 

8 £24.40 £28.00 £32.40   50 £176.00 £179.40 £184.00  T1 4:07m to 4:34m 

9 £28.00 £31.60 £36.00   55 £194.00 £197.40 £202.00  T2 3:20m to 3:42m 

10 £31.60 £35.20 £39.60   60 £212.00 £215.60 £220.00  T3 2:41m to 2:59m 

11 £35.20 £38.80 £43.20   65 £230.00 £233.60 £238.00  Run-in £4.2 Distance 

12 £39.00 £42.40 £47.00   70 £248.00 £251.60 £256.00  T1 0.8 miles 

13 £42.60 £46.00 £50.60   75 £266.20 £269.60 £274.20  T2 0.7 miles 

14 £46.20 £49.60 £54.20   80 £284.20 £287.60 £292.20  T3 0.5 miles 

15 £49.80 £53.20 £57.80   85 £302.20 £305.60 £310.20   

16 £53.40 £56.80 £61.40   90 £320.20 £323.80 £328.20  Waiting time is: 

17 £57.00 £60.40 £65.00   95 £338.20 £341.80 £346.20  T1 £ 26.27/hr (for 35:00m) 

18 £60.60 £64.00 £68.60   100 £356.20 £359.80 £364.20  T2 £ 32.43/hr (for 35:00m) 

19 £64.20 £67.60 £72.20   110 £392.40 £395.80 £400.40  T3 £ 40.22/hr (for 35:00m) 

20 £67.80 £71.20 £75.80   120 £428.40 £432.00 £436.40   Then at the  “Higher Rate” 

21 £71.40 £74.80 £79.40   130 £464.40 £468.00 £472.40  at  £37.50/hour. 

22 £75.00 £78.40 £83.00   140 £500.60 £504.00 £508.60  First Hour of Waiting 

23 £78.60 £82.00 £86.60   150 £536.60 £540.20 £544.60  T1 = £ 32.80* 

24 £82.20 £85.60 £90.20   160 £572.60 £576.20 £580.60  T2 = £ 36.20* 

25 £85.80 £89.20 £93.80     Additional Miles at all rates   T3 = £ 40.80* 

26 £89.40 £92.80 £97.40   1 £3.60 6 £21.60  Subsequent hours on all 

27 £93.00 £96.40 £101.00   2 £7.20 7 £25.20  three rates     = £ 37.50 

28 £96.60 £100.00 £104.60   3 £10.80 8 £28.80         

29 £100.20 £103.80 £108.20   4 £14.40 9 £32.40  * includes  £2.00  flag fall 

30 £103.80 £107.40 £111.80   5 £18.00 10 £36.00        i.e. £2.40= £2.00 plus 2 

                units at 20p each 

Who needs a table to 160 miles, well that’s only to Stoke-on-Trent, Manchester is 196 miles which is 

£702.600 without waiting time !!! 
Attributes 

 

Useful telephone numbers  D-a-C Driver services  020 7251 0581 ext 7201 

                                        D-a-C Drivers Line   020 7426 3411 

Vehicles Towed away- check with TRACE      0845 206 8 602      

If staff missing in Coach Road - Eurostar Control Room  020 7843 4261  

A ASSISTED J JOINT ACCOUNT Q TAXICARD X NO MIN NO RUN IN 

B BICYCLES/PRAMS L LAYOUTS R CREDIT CARD Z ANIMALS 

C CHEQUES M METROCAB S SMOKING CAB 5 5 SEATER/SEAT BELTS 

D DELIVERY N CAB PHONE T COLLAR & TIE   

F FIXED PRICE O Door Logos or Large Co. all A/D V Mercedes Vito   

I TX 1, TX 2 & TX4 P PUBS/WINE BARS W WHEELCHAIR   


